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foreword from program coordinator
Hail, All Ye Graduates of Transition! It has been 25 years since Transition was just a gleam in an eye, a
seedling of hope, 21 years since the 1st class, 14 years since relocation to UBC campus. Support by VSB
and UBC with funding by the BC Ministry of Education (Provincial Resource Program since 1995) has enabled
the program to evolve services to students exponentially. To date over 300 students have participated
in the program: so many stories to share. Choices and careers have taken Trans grads into diverse
fields including Law, Medicine, Engineering, Technology, Finance, Economics, Philosophy, Political
Science. Grads can be found in different professional and entrepreneurial roles, contributing to
innovation, teaching at schools, universities and colleges.
Transition teachers are working as catalysts, designing learning   experiences   to   ignite   students’  
imaginations and temper lifelong Trans relationships into pure gold. UBC Professors and Transition
Graduates continue to expand, enrich, and enhance learning opportunities for all students. Current
and alumni parents inspire us, building strong community support, offering caring and compassion for all
students ie “Soup Days”.
Reunion planning focuses on maximizing opportunities for Transition students and grads to network and
share dreams. Target date: May 15-17, 2015. We are reaching out to Transition grads, inviting them to share
academic studies, career pathways and advice through future newsletters. In what ways might we stimulate
networking among grads to intensify mutual benefits while nurturing talents and investing in reservoirs of
creativity found in the magnanimity of remarkable hearts and minds?
Come to the Reunion and join opportunity makers of the future. Help us celebrate your life journeys, your
milestones, career directions, and link the magnificent young people of Transition with the far-flung and
amazing graduates that are transforming today to make the world a better place for all people. Join the grad
data base developed by Trans Grads. With esteem and warmest well wishes from all of us at Transition.

current happenings at transition
ACADEMIC ACHEIVEMENTS
It has been and probably always will be that Transition students thrive in the high octane experiences
of academic challenges and competitions. The 2013-2014 Transition community has added new milestones to
the traditions of outstanding achievements. In addition to earning First Place in the 2014 Provincial Math
Challengers competition, Transition students are consistently achieving honor roll or rankings in Sun Life
Mathematics and scoring highly in other Mathematics competitions including Pascal, Fermat, and Euclid. Of the 37
Transition   students   who   participated   in   UBC’s   National   Michael   Smith   Science   Challenge,   one   Transition   student  
ranked Third in Canada, one ranked First in BC and eight additional Transition students were in the top 23 students
in Canada.
Transition students have also pursued many extracurricular activities and interests, with the more experienced
students from Year Two guiding and supporting and mentoring students from Year One. Over the past two years
Transition students participated in eleven Model United Nations competitions,
earning eleven awards including several Outstanding Delegate Awards.
Transition teams have scored very well in the Physics Olympics Quizzes and have
shown increasing success in Reach For The Top, where student leadership has
encouraged participation and promoted strategic problem solving.
There is growing evidence of student-led initiatives becoming the norm. Last
year a Transition Debate Club was established by Saloni Aggarwal, currently in
First  Year  at  UBC;  Daniel  Levy’s  leadership  this  year  has  involved  more  students  in  
debate experiences. The Robotics Club initiated last year by Kevin Zhang,
currently in First Year at UBC, is currently led by John Fan and Kevin Shi. Other
initiatives this year are: chess club led by Andrew Tan; Dance Club led by Jasmine Peng with support from Mr.
Zagoudakis. Martial Arts is another club under consideration. Transition Music has thrived for the past several years
under the leadership of Eric Zhao, currently in First Year Medicine at UBC. The Transition Band initiated last year is
continuing this year under the leadership of Henry Liu and Leo Soh, both Year Two students. All of these initiatives
are supported by the Transition community and their success is a tribute to the dedication, caring, and collaboration
that students offer one another. Transition as a community lives  the  rallying  cry,  “One  for  all  and  all  for  one.”
NEW ADDITIONS
Much has changed in the program since its inception in 1993 at University Hill Secondary School. The relocation
of the program to UBC in 1998 has had a profound impact on the culture of the Transition Community, promoting a
pre-university identity for students and making the culture of the university part of the culture of the program. The
intervening years have retained a clear focus on supporting the nature of academically gifted adolescents and
sensitive interpretations of the educational and developmental needs of Transition students while promoting a
liberal arts perspective, encouraging exploration of talents and passions, and creating interesting career pathways.
Students, parents and staff are always challenging Transition to build on success and learn how to add value to the
experiences of students and program graduates.
Change is the engine of opportunity and Transition is renowned for its flexibility and adaptability. At the end of
June 2013 when Dr. Michael Ward, UBC Mathematics Professor, ended his services to Transition after 15 glorious
years of leadership in Calculus and Mathematics problem solving, a search was
initiated and a new UBC Mathematics Professor consented to provide his
services. Dr. Lauchie Macdonald is currently sharing his knowledge of Calculus
with the Year Two students. The Year One students are benefiting from the ongoing Mathematics sessions provided by Young Jin Shin, a Third Year UBC
student who is also a graduate of Transition. Since 2011 the program has had the
good fortune to engage Dr. Michael Griffin, a graduate of Transition and currently
a UBC Professor of Philosophy, for regular sessions on Philosophy for both Year
Ones and Year Two students. Transition students are exploring the ideas of
Socrates, the sophists and grappling with the task of defining the essence of
morality. The richness of the program experiences are exponentially enhanced by the quality of the people who are
providing service to the students. We are very fortunate to have the Transition curriculum transformed into
pathways to creative careers.
This spirit of support for Transition students by Transition grads is evident in the number of grads who drop by
the program and offer their experiences, career plans, and advice to current students. They shed light on possible
futures and confirm the adage that where there is a will there is always a way. The entrepreneurial spirit and the
magnanimity of spirit of Transition students was further underscored this spring when three First Year UBC
students, all 2013 Transition Program graduates, offered to provide an after school introduction to Computer
Science for interested students. This quality of nurturing, supporting, mentoring, and tutoring current Transition
students by Program graduates is the kind of pay forward approach to life that builds the flow of goodness, service
and citizenship that can change the world in positive and profound ways. We humbly acknowledge that we are in
the presence of the change agents of the future and are very grateful that we have the opportunity to build and
contribute to these extraordinary bonds and what we hope will be lifelong relationships.

recent reflections
GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP TOUR
At the end of June 2013, 24 students representing Year 1, 2 and Year Zero, departed from Vancouver
as part of the International Global Citizenship Tour encompassing three European countries and lasting
just over three weeks. Together with three Transition staff, students journeyed to Russia, the Czech
Republic and Germany, learning interesting history, and gaining invaluable insights into what it means to be
citizens of the World.
The first leg of our tour brought us to St. Petersburg, Russia, where we bore
witness to two world-class ballets, visited the famous Hermitage museum, and
even   toured   the   Peterhof   Castle,   Russia’s   architectural   answer   to   the   French  
Palace of Versailles. Serendipity even had us running into two Transition
graduates on their way home from a world competition in computer science held
in St. Petersburg.
After a midnight boat tour we assembled at the airport for our flight to the
Czech Republic and the city of Prague. Walking tours had us visiting Wenceslas
Square, the St. Charles Bridge, and Prague Castle, a site that holds the record for
being the largest ancient castle in the world. A journey by bus brought us to the caves of Punkevni Jeskyne
where we boated through winding caverns deep inside the mountain. We explored the Cathedral of Brno
before arriving at the historic riverside towns of Karlovy Vary and Cesky Krumlov.
The former spa city offered unique experiences including a visit to the famous Moser Glass Factory, where
we  witnessed  the  creations  of  remarkable  art  and  Bavarian  Crystal.    The  latter  town’s  picturesque  streets  and  
buildings afforded another inspiring walking tour followed by rafting on the river that runs through the town.
One especially transformative site we visited on the way to Berlin was the Nazi concentration camp,
Theresienstadt. Our days in Berlin were also filled with history from the Holocaust Museum to the Berlin Wall
and Checkpoint Charlie, walking up and around the Reichstag. Our group ended up participating in interviews
conducted  for  the  city’s  video documentary about diversity.
The last day of the trip included a trip to the famous Berlin Zoo and shopping
in one of Berlin’s   major   shopping   malls. Tired and fortified by numerous
photographs and stellar memories cemented by deep bonds of friendship, the
group returned to Canada and Vancouver, forever changed, with new
perspectives on self, other, and the world. We are comfortable in the roles we
can play in the future as global citizens and stewards of the environment.
OTHER FIELDTRIPS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
Transition offers a wide range of field trips in addition to bi-annual
international global citizenship tours. These events are always educational but also serve to engender strong
bonds of teamwork and co-operation  that  are  crucial  to  all  students’  abilities  to  succeed  in  the  program.    For  
example, In September 2012, all Transition students climbed the Squamish
“Chief”,   initiating our year with a metaphor for our individual and shared
Transition journeys. In September of 2013, Transition students visited Rock Ridge
Canyon in the interior of BC, not as far as the legendary Horse Camp of previous
years. Besides the hike and the high ropes and the zip line, students shared
climactic moments involving students jumping, two by two, off a 30-meter-tall
pole, only to be caught at the last second by their safety harnesses. In April 2014,
students continued the long-standing tradition of the Bamfield/Pachena Bay trip,
where we were transformed by the   Marine   biologists’   passion   for   the   marine  
environment. The combined effort of every single student supported by the supervising staff resulted in
everyone completing the 25 kilometres of our West Coast Trail hike. The Program continues to invest in these
experiences because of the benefits to students – enhancing capacities to learn together and support
each other. How fortunate we are to have opportunities that not only support optimum education for us
as well as promote personal growth, self-awareness and maturity.

letters from recent graduates – Jessica Yi (grad 2013)
Over the four years since I first initiated conversations with Daria about joining the program, I have
been exposed to many metaphors that seek to describe Transition and its multifaceted aspects. In broa d
terms, it has been called a journey, with struggles, steep learning curves, and not-so-straight paths – all to
be relished while we approach the destination of our dreams. Emphasizing teamwork, Mr. Coopersmith used the
metaphor of all of us being stranded in a tiny lifeboat in the middle of the ocean; the only way to make it is to make
it  together.  Employing  excruciating  imagery,  one  classmate  described  Transition  as  “jumping  off  a  cliff,  breaking  all
the  bones  in  your  body,  and  picking  yourself  up  to  repeat  again  and  again.” Sisyphus revisited.
The metaphor I am about to share with you is not another abstraction. Rather, it is one particularly
unforgettable  experience,  among  the  many  I’ve  had  with  Transition. I hope some of you might also remember and
relate to this experience or one that is similar.
The month was September, the first month of my second year at
Transition. Perhaps, even then, there were some clues that the distinction
between first and second years would inevitably affect our social interactions.
On the other hand, there must have also been the shy beginnings of
friendships that would last for years to come. In at least one way, we were a
coherent group of 40, initially brought together (literally) by the willingness
all of us displayed to challenge ourselves when applying to and ultimately
choosing the program.
Waiting together at the base of the Stawamus Chief, for our turn at the less-than-ideal insect-ridden outhouses,
there was anticipation of the bigger event to come – scaling the mountain. Perhaps some knew what they were
getting themselves into, but I, for one, had absolutely no idea. The trail starts with stairs: not too bad, right?
However, these stairs were ridiculously steep and seemed to go on endlessly. Not being very physically fit, I lagged
behind. Soon enough, cries of complaint rose amongst us stragglers, ranging from refusals to go any further to pleas
to stop for a moment. Our guides would not hear of the former, and granted the latter only rarely. They
knowledgeably told us that it was easier to climb continuously, and inspired us with the fabled view at the top.
Thus, we learned to pace our speed of climbing and water consumption. The support and encouragement of
more experienced fellow climbers was invaluable. Although they could have
easily sped ahead or focused on themselves, they reached out to those of us
receptive to help with genuine understanding as only a peer can provide.
Similar bonds and attitudes develop when Year Twos are mentoring Year
Ones, or when individuals of a similar level mesh together in other symbiotic
relationships. When a longer respite was granted, it helpfully marked a
milestone in our ascent, instilling a new wave of hope and self-confidence
despite also signifying new kinds of difficulties.
From the First Summit, the fabled view was made all the more glorious
by the trying experience we underwent to arrive there. Having been on the brink of giving up or failing more than
once, we looked down with some disbelief at our accomplishment. The reality is, we had done something great, and
as a result, were poised to surmount more precarious and higher mountains. That attitude to challenge is continuing
as we move beyond Transition. Is anyone else thinking of climbing the Second Summit?

alumni reflections – Dr. Michael Griffin (grad 1999)
After graduating from the VSB/UBC Transition Program ('99), Michael Griffin completed his B.A. at UBC
and Ph.D. at Oxford University, where his research focused on the history of philosophy. He is now
assistant professor at UBC, and enjoys teaching philosophy and ethics weekly to Transition Years 1 and 2.
I was born in Vancouver, which is still my home. (Whenever I moved away, I missed
the Pacific Ocean!) As early as I can remember, my parents – who always treated me like
an adult – took a deep interest in my spirit and education. At the age of 6, they sent me
to a child psychologist for a psychometric assessment. I was coded gifted, which
prompted a thoughtful conversation with my parents about my future; we decided
together that I would try homeschooling for a few years.
I seized the chance to try on everything that interested me. My father stayed home
to tutor me, and every year I appreciate more and more his amazing investment of care
and wisdom, which continues today. When I was 12, we moved to the Gulf Islands, and I
entered the school system there, which was an absolute treat. I soon grew especially
interested in computer science, and thought I'd probably become a programmer.
Then the Transition program accepted me to join the Year 2 cohort in 1998. I was
tremendously excited, and my parents moved back to Vancouver to support me. I
remember meeting Daria Danylchuk, who was incredibly kind to me (she always has
been).  Transition  made  it  possible  for  me  to  attend  UBC  early  and  get  “breathing  room”  
to consider what I really wanted to study. Of course, I wanted to study everything.
Since I had some extra time, I tried some electives in my old childhood passion:
ancient Greek and Latin. I was hooked – here was a chance to study a bit of everything,
law, science, art, literature, history, focused on the common roots of Graeco-Roman
antiquity. I decided to major in this field, Classics, with an emphasis in ancient
Philosophy.
Four years later, I was accepted to Oxford University on a Commonwealth
Scholarship. I graduated from Oxford in 2009, and was lucky enough to be accepted
back to UBC as a professor – then doubly lucky when Daria invited me to teach for
Transition, the program that made this all possible for me in the first place.
For  the  past  years,  I’ve  enjoyed  tremendously  stimulating,  challenging  conversations  with the Transition
students  and  teachers.  They’re  a  truly  remarkable,  unique  team  of  minds  and  hearts,  and  I  learn  from  them
every week. I look forward to spending many more years with the program, and welcome any comments or
questions from students and parents.
[michael.griffin@ubc.ca | http://is.gd/philosophy]
[ m i c h a e l . g r i f f i n @ u b c . c a | h t t p : / / i s . g d / p h i l o s o p h y ]

alumni reflections – Tom Roeder (grad 1995)
Tom was the valedictorian for the Transition graduating class of 1995 and entered UBC in September at
age 16. He started a program in Combined Honours Mathematics and Physics, intending to become a
theoretical physicist. An introductory course in Relativity and Quantum Mechanics gave
Tom access to the Physics Department UNIX machines as a result of which he became
enthralled by the idea of getting computers to do his work for him and switched his
major to Combined Honours Mathematics and Computer Science.
Tom graduated from UBC in May 2001, shortly after marrying Marcy Hutchinson, a
former Transition Program classmate. After a year of working for Silicon Chalk, an
educational-software startup founded by UBC professors, Tom went to Cornell
University in August 2002 to pursue a Ph.D. in Computer Science.
After the Ph.D. program, Tom joined Microsoft Research in 2009, in the eXtreme Computing Group, to
work on problems in applied cryptography. Recently, he switched over to Google, where he works on security
research and implementation in operating systems, programming languages, and applied cryptography. He is
currently working on implementing control-flow integrity in the LLVM compiler framework and on CloudProxy,
a new system for Trustworthy Computing.
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May 15-17, 2015
You are invited to return for friendship and
fun at the most memorable reunion
you'll ever experience!
Stay tuned for more updates!

Alumni, Please Join Our
Social Network:
Update Your Alumni Profile:
Visit https://universitytransitionprogram.ca/, and
send an email request for obtaining access
password to utp.registration@gmail.com
UTP Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/24717399
2074439/
People to Contact
To help us build the alumni network: If you keep in contact with any UTP alumni
graduating in 1993 to 2008, please forward their emails to:
universitytransitionprogram@gmail.com.
To help with Reunion planning: please contact josephine.niam@gmail.com
or zhouying7199@hotmail.com
For program information: please check the original website:
http://universitytransition.ubc.ca (Updates for 2014-15 available shortly)

